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‘The Reading Express’, by Barbara Elwood, helps 
readers learn in a fun and easy manner; This 

especially proves more fun with a reading buddy 

dog. The dogs make good listeners while the 

person reads to them.



There is a new Detective Agency afoot, which is 

owned and operated by Detective Sunshine, ‘The Art 
Cat’. With his flashlight type eyes and graceful agility 

inspires movement.

P u r r r r r r r r r, 

awwww



Detective Sunshine with his glow-

in-the-dark eyes refracts light.
The art Cat, Detective Sunshine in 

the Reading Xpress, helps children 
to relate and read with art. 



Using computer binary code, or 
shapes, helps dyslexic individuals 

see shapes.



Refracted light comes from dispersed photons into visible and non visible ranges.

Humans visualize color as  a vital part of visible light. Color makes beautiful art. In 

the illustration below you see a periodic table of elements that correlate to 

rudimentary color schematics and related frequencies in attuned color waves. 
(See color spectrum below) 



This color sequencing relates to the fingerprinting of elements or

object demarcated energies by way of calculating their absorption,

reflection, diffraction, refraction, diffraction and emission; thereby

indicating the presence or absence of a particular element or

compound signature characteristics. Developing cutting edge

color mass spectroscopy utilities are now being exploited in nearly

all industries, such as in crime labs for chemical elements present in

crimes, DNA sequencing, manufacturing, biosciences, and so much

more.

Click anywhere to continue



Drawing is a BIG part of 
art too. 

Some people learn best 

with visual spatial 

tactics.



As seen in the book:
‘Moving the arms’



Movement on a skateboard

helps you learn vowel sounds
the natural way.





When the ‘Art Cat Sunshine’ purrs… you can feel his throat vibrate.

Feel you own throat vibrate when you make a loud sound or purr like a cat…

When you make animal sounds you use your lips, tongue, and teeth.  Two sounds 
are made alike.

When Sunshine doesn’t purr (vibration in the throat), a soft sound is made.

His purr is formed deep in his belly, a reminder for us to form our breath from 
there, deep within the body.  This is a vital point for health and understanding of 
circular chi (ki) energy.

Meditation is on the pathway of the breath.  This can result in pain management.

Click anywhere to continue



Talking with hands and gestures are 
helpful for counting, spelling, and 

communicating with hand signs.

Here is a link that takes you to a happy hand talking 
video:
ASL COLORS VIDEO

Click anywhere after you’ve seen the video

or wish to continue.



Color helps with sounds too.  Loud 

and soft sounds can be felt just by 
feeling the Detective Sunshine’s 

throat where he purrs… or is the 
throat the source of a purr? ...




